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Summary

§ actuator failures and link collisions in robots can both be handled as system faults
§ fault detecJon
§ … and isolaJon (FDI)
§ idenJficaJon of Jme profiles and classificaJon of fault severity

§ review of FDI results for robot manipulators with rigid links or with elas3c joints
§ model-based residual methods 
§ monitoring energy (only for detecJon) or generalized momentum (also for isolaJon)
§ without or with joint torque sensing

§ new results
§ posiJon-based residual for collisions in rigid robots

§ using a novel reduced-order observer for velocity (with experiments on KUKA LWR4 robot)

§ momentum-based residual for collisions in the general class of robots with elas3c joints
§ with motor-link inerJa couplings (Tomei model vs. Spong model)

§ residuals for actuator fault & collision in a robot with a flexible link (Flexarm)
§ detecJon and isolaJon results with full state measurements
§ detecJon using a nonlinear observer to esJmate modal deformaJon variables and their rates

Detec3on and isola3on of fault events for different classes of robots
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Rigid robots
Actuator faults – FDI

A. De Luca, R. Ma\one “Actuator failure detecJon and isolaJon using generalized momenta” ICRA 2003

fricJon actuator faults
(of any nature)

dynamic
model

generalized
momentum

(and its dynamics)

FDI property
of the residual

residual
vector
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one-to-one
(decoupled!)

mapping



Residual generator
Block diagram as a disturbance observer (first-order filtered es3mate of 𝝉𝑭)
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Actuator FDI
Experimental results on a Pendubot (2R robot, underactuated)

link 2
(passive)

link 1
(actuated) § motor 1 is driven by a sinusoidal voltage 

of period 2𝜋 sec (in open loop)
§ bias fault on 𝜏1 for 𝑡 ∈ [3 ÷ 4] s 
§ total fault on joint 2 for 𝑡 ∈ [3.5 ÷ 4.5] s 
§ fault concurrency for 𝑡 ∈ [3.5 ÷ 4] s 

one motor (joint 1), encoders at both joints
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Robot collision events
From coexistence to safe reac3on and collabora3on

S. Haddadin, A. De Luca, A. Albu-Schäffer “Robot collisions: A survey on detecJon, isolaJon, and 
idenJficaJon” IEEE TransacJons on RoboJcs 2017
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Rigid robots
Link collisions – FDI

A. De Luca, R. Ma\one “Sensorless robot collision detecJon and hybrid force/moJon control” ICRA 2005

A. De Luca, A. Albu-Schäffer, S. Haddadin, G. Hirzinger “Collision detecJon and safe reacJon with the   
DLR-III lightweight manipulator arm” IROS 2006

skew-symmetric
property in

momentum 
dynamics

FDI property
of the residual

dynamic
model

(with factorizaJon) fricJon joint torques due
to link collision

(anywhere, any Jme)

Coriolis/centrifugal

residual
vector
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colliding link = largest index of residual 
component exceeding a detecJon threshold



Isola3on of link collisions
Experiment with a posi3on-controlled DLR LWR-III 7R robot while three links are in mo3on

cd2 = ON

collision
at link 4

cd4 = ON

cd1 = off

cd3 = off

cd5 = off

cd6 = off

cd7 = off

thresholds

thresholds
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Rigid robots
Link collisions – Detec3on only (but a simpler scalar residual)

A. De Luca, A. Albu-Schäffer, S. Haddadin, G. Hirzinger “Collision detecJon and safe reacJon with the DLR-
III lightweight manipulator arm”  IROS 2006

... and its
dynamics

scalar
residual

detec3on only 
(and with robot

in moJon!)

gravitaJonal

total
robot energy

kineJc

§ scalar and vector residuals 𝜎 and r can be used together to improve thresholding 
performance in avoiding false posiJve or false negaJve collision events …
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Link collisions
Experiments on a Neura LARA 5 cobot (rigid model, no joint torque sensors)

D. Zurlo, T. Heitmann, M. Morlock, A. De Luca “Collision detecJon and contact point esJmaJon using virtual 
joint torque sensing applied to a cobot” submi\ed to ICRA 2023 

video
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Sources of joint elas3city
Harmonic Drives in the DLR-KUKA LWR series of lightweight collabora3ve robots

source of 
joint elasJcity

§ Harmonic Drives
§ transmission belts and cables
§ long shans
§ cycloidal gears
§ Serial ElasJc Actuators (SEA)
§ Variable SJffness Actuators (VSA)
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Robots with elas3c joints
Dynamic model and proper3es

A. De Luca, W. Book “Robot with flexible elements” Chapter 11 in B. Siciliano, O. KhaJb (Eds.) 
Springer Handbook of RoboJcs 2016 

generalized momentum

total
robot energy

elasJc energy

dynamic model
(with Spong
simplifying

assumpJon)
motor fricJon

motor
equaJon

link
equaJon

joint elasJc
torque
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Robots with elas3c joints
Link collisions – alterna3ves for vector and scalar residuals

S. Haddadin, A. De Luca, A. Albu-Schäffer “Robot collisions: A survey on detecJon, isolaJon, and 
idenJficaJon” IEEE TransacJons on RoboJcs 2017

S. Haddadin, A. Albu-Schäffer, A. De Luca, G. Hirzinger “Collision detecJon and reacJon: A contribuJon 
to safe physical human-robot interacJon” IROS 2008 (Best ApplicaJon Paper Award)

detec3on only 
(with robot
in moJon)

FDI property

no use of 
joint sJffness  

(good also for VSA!)

no need of joint
torque sensors 
(best for SEA!)
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Collision detec3on and reac3on
Por_olio of possible robot behaviors implemented on different systems (5 videos) 

the early days (2005-08) … IROS 2016
(KUKA LWR4)

Mechatronics 2018 (UR 10) I-RIM 2021 (KUKA KR5)
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Reduced-order velocity observer for rigid robots

§ to be used in output feedback control laws and for collision detecJon/isolaJon
§ nice to have the same first-order structure of momentum-based residual 
§ should work in closed-loop or open-loop mode (with possibly unbounded velocity)

Avoiding numerical differen3a3on of encoder posi3ons

A. Cristofaro, A. De Luca “Reduced-order observer design for robot manipulators” IEEE Control 
Systems Le\ers 2023 (online Nov 2022)

Theorem 1. Assume that �̇� ≤ 𝑣ABC is known. Then, for any fixed 𝜂 > 0, by choosing
𝑘H ≥ 𝑐H𝑣ABC + 𝜂 /𝜆ANO(𝑴(𝒒))

we obtain local exponen3al stability of the observaJon error 𝜺 = �̇� − Ṫ𝒒
with a region of a\racJon ℇ(𝜂). 

Theorem 2. Assume that lim sup
O→]

�̇� ≤ 𝑣 exists but is yet unknown. Then, using a 

switching logic to adjust the gain with a hybrid dynamics scheme, 
we obtain local exponen3al stability of the observaJon error 𝜺 = �̇� − Ṫ𝒒. 
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Velocity observer for rigid robots

§ faster convergence than with full-order observer (e.g., Nicosia-Tomei IEEE T-AC 1990)
§ robust with respect to noisy measurements and model uncertainJes

Compara3ve simula3ons on a 2R planar robot under gravity

10% error on both link massespresence of noise and quanJzaJon
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Use of posi3on-based residual for collisions
Experiments on a KUKA LWR4 with momentum-based residual using the velocity observer
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§ numerical differenJaJon vs. observer
§ 6 link collisions in sequence (over 30 s):
L4 (twice, ±) ⇒ L5 (twice, ±) ⇒ L2 (twice, ±) 
§ both methods detect collisions correctly
§ ND has two false isolaJons (#5 and #6)
§ OBS isolates the colliding link correctly
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only first 5 residuals are shown (out of 7)
video
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Robots with elas3c joints

§ remove the extra modeling assumpJon by Spong (ASME TransacJons JDSMC 1987)
§ include also the inerJal couplings between motors and links
§ the addiJonal terms become relevant only for low reducJon raJos nri

§ structural property: the complete model is feedback linearizable only when allowing dynamic state feedback

A more complete dynamic model

with terms in M(q)

diagonal term in Mm

extra term in 
off-diagonal block

N   or N(q)
of inerJa matrix!

Im1

µ_m1

mr1

µ1

m1
K1 I1

a1

`1

q2

nr1

Im2

µ2

mr2

K2

m2 I2

`2

q2

µ_m1

nr2

1

2

always strictly 
upper-triangular
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Robots with elas3c joints

§ case of constant matrix N  (e.g., all planar manipulators with n revolute joints)

Momentum-based residual for the complete model

§ new vector residual for collision detecJon and isolaJon

§ addiJon of constant terms in the robot inerJa matrix does not generate new velocity terms, 
based on Christoffel symbols computaJon
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Robots with elas3c joints

§ general case of configuraJon-dependent matrix N(q)

Momentum-based residual for the complete model

§ rotors of the motors are modeled as balanced uniform bodies (with center of mass on rotaJon axis)
⇒ the robot inerJa matrix and the gravity vector are funcJons of link variables q only

§ dependencies in the quadra3c velocity terms follow from Christoffel symbols (tedious) computaJons

Coriolis/centrifugal

§ new vector residual for collision detecJon and isolaJon

extended skew-symmetry property
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Robots with flexible links

§ FLEXARM is a two-link planar direct-drive robot with revolute joints and a flexible forearm
§ the first link is very sJff, as opposed to the forearm
§ distributed flexibility is relevant only in the horizontal plane of moJon (bending)
§ simple structure, but already with the most relevant nonlinear and coupling dynamic effects

Mo3va3ng example: FLEXARM

§ robot state (a finite-dimensional approximaJon!) can be measured by a combinaJon of
§ motor encoders
§ opJcal sensors
§ strain gauges

z2e

O2e

ℓ1

link 1
(rigid)

link 2
(flexible)

ℓ2

x2e

z2

o2

x2

z1

O1

x1

z0

O0

x0

optical
sensor

encoder

encoder
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@Sapienza
RoboJcs Lab, 1990



A two-link robot with a flexible forearm

§ system variables
§ first rigid link: joint angle 𝜃`
§ second flexible link: 

§ modeled as a bending Euler-Bernoulli beam 
with dynamic boundary condiJons

§ distributed flexibility approximated with 𝑛b
modal eigenfuncJons 𝜙N and variables 𝛿N

§ joint angle 𝜃e poinJng at the CoM of forearm

Relevant system variables

22Pisa, January 12, 2023

§ measurable quanJJes

joint angles clamped to the motors
(measured by encoders)

3p deflec3on of the forearm
(measured by an opJcal sensor at the link base)



A two-link robot with a flexible forearm

generalized 
coordinates

Dynamic model
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A. De Luca, L. Lanari, P. Lucibello, S. Panzieri, G. Ulivi “Control experiments on a two-link robot with a 
flexible forearm” CDC 1990

dynamic 
model

structure
of terms

sJffness matrix modal damping
(+ joint viscous fricJon)

input matrix

input
matrix

motor 
torques

actuator faults /
collision torques

… with skew-symmetric property
due to modal normalizaJon

in the following
𝒏𝒆 = 𝟐 modes



Actuator fault/collision detec3on and isola3on
Momentum-based residuals for robots with flexible links
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C. Gaz, A. Cristofaro, A. De Luca “DetecJon and isolaJon of actuator faults and collisions for a flexible 
robot arm” CDC 2020

§ vector residual for actuator faults or collisions detecJon and isolaJon

§ generalized momentum of a manipulator with flexible links

§ … a complete residual r  ∈ ℝejOk could be designed, but 𝑟l is already sufficient  

§ threshold condiJon for detec3on of an actuator fault/link collision event

§ usual rules for isola3on (= index of the largest/only component exceeding …)



Actuator faults
Simula3on results (in all cases: under PD control for tracking sinusoidal joint trajectories)

§ fault on motor 1: 90% of torque loss from tF = 5 s

outputs torques residuals

outputs torques residuals

§ fault on motor 2: 90% of torque loss from tF = 5 s
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Actuator faults
Simula3on results

§ concurrent faults on both motors: 20% of torque loss for motor 1 from tF1 = 5 s and 
for motor 2 from tF2 = 10 s

outputs torques residuals

it is always possible to detect and isolate the actuator faults
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Link collisions
Simula3on results

§ collisions on both links
§ external force 𝑭m = 1 1 napplied to the end of the (rigid) link 1 for tF1 ∈ [10, 12] s
§ external force 𝑭m = 1 1 napplied to the Jp of the (flexible) link 2 for tF2 ∈ [25, 27] s
§ relaJon from 𝑭m to 𝝉m with transpose of the contact Jacobian:

outputs torques residuals

in most cases (!?), it is possible to detect and isolate the link collisions

… but it is not possible to discriminate actuator faults from link collisions
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Nonlinear state observer

§ design of state observers for input-affine nonlinear system

General setup

28Pisa, January 12, 2023

see e.g. A. Isidori “Nonlinear Control Systems” 3rd EdiJon 1995

§ compute the rela3ve degree of each of the system (measurable) outputs

§ (repeated) Lie derivaJves of funcJons along a vector field

§ if the system has vector rela3ve degree

a Luenberger-type nonlinear state observer can be designed with local exponenJal 
convergence



A drih-observability nonlinear observer

§ when the system is autonomous, a drih-observability map having full rank could be found, 
which allows the design of a nonlinear state observer with similar convergence properJes

General setup
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§ if a vector relaJve degree does not hold, since the control input u is typically designed as 
u(x), one can look for and exploit a drih-like observability property

C. Gaz, A. Cristofaro, P. Palumbo, A. De Luca “A nonlinear observer for a flexible robot arm and its use 
in fault and collision detecJon” CDC 2022

M. Dalla Mora, A. Germani, C. Manes “Design of state observers from a drin-observability property” 
IEEE TransacJons on AutomaJc Control 2000 

nonsingular

nonsingular



Applica3on of the drih-like observer to the FLEXARM

drin-like 
observability 

map

Synthesis procedure (for 𝑛b = 2 modes)
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C. Gaz, A. Cristofaro, P. Palumbo, A. De Luca “A nonlinear observer for a flexible robot arm and its use 
in fault and collision detecJon” CDC 2022

PD control 
with observed

state(s)

measured
outputs

inputs

no vector 
relaJve degree

nonlinear
observer

nonsingular

in mechanical systems
with outputs hj(q)



Dynamic feedback control

§ a PD law with observed velocity is applied to track the desired joint trajectories

Simula3on results: observer performance

where KP > 0 and KD > 0 are diagonal gain matrices.
In order to obtain a reliable estimation x̂ of the state x, we

used all µ = 3 measurable outputs (4–5) that are available in
this robotic system. The observability map � 2 R8 is given
by the column vector

z = �(x) =
�
✓c1(x) Lf̃✓c1(x) L

2
f̃
✓c1(x)

✓c2(x) Lf̃✓c2(x) L
2
f̃
✓c2(x)

ytip(x) Lf̃ytip(x)
�T
.

(18)

Note that, due to the mechanical nature of the system, the
first-order Lie derivatives of any positional output hj(x1)
satisfy the identities Lf̃hj(x) = Lfhj(x), for j = 1, . . . , µ.
The choice (18) provides a full rank Jacobian matrix J� in
most regions of the explored state space.

The last design step is the choice of the observer gain
matrix � 2 R8⇥3. According to the obtained drift indices
⌫1 = 3, ⌫2 = 3 and ⌫3 = 2, its structure has been chosen as

� =

0

@
�1 �2 �3 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 �1 �2 �3 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 �4 �5

1

A
T

. (19)

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The features of the proposed nonlinear observer are illus-
trated on our flexible robot arm by considering the perfor-
mance of the PD control law (17) using only estimated states,
as well as through a detection scheme for actuator faults or
robot collisions that is based on the observer outputs.

The dynamic parameters of the Flexarm used in simulation
are those reported in the experimental study [?]. The first
two bending modes have eigenfrequencies f1 = 4.716 and
f2 = 14.395 [Hz] (!i = 2⇡fi). The PD law (17) is applied
to track the desired joint trajectories

✓c1,des(t) = 2 sin 0.05⇡t, ✓c2,des(t) = 2 sin 0.1⇡t, (20)

with gain matrices chosen as

KP = diag
�
3 1

 
, KD = diag

�
1.5 1

 
. (21)

These control gains are used also in the closed-loop nonlinear
observer (15), with the observer gains in (19) tuned as

�1 = 6, �2 = 11, �3 = 6, �4 = 3, �5 = 2. (22)
A. State observation under dynamic feedback control

In the first simulation, no actuator fault or link collision
occur. The initial system state x0 = x(0) and observer state
x̂0 = x̂(0) are

x0 =
�
qT
0 q̇T

0

�T

=
�
⇡/2 ⇡/2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01

�T
,
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q̂T
0
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0

�T
= 0.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the eight actual and estimated
state variables, while the output evolution of the clamped
joint angles and of the (uncontrolled) tip angle of the forearm
are reported in Fig. 3. Convergence of the estimated robot
state (in blue) to the actual state (in dashed black) occurs
within the simulated time span. Once such convergence is
achieved (in about 12 seconds), the chosen PD controller
successfully drives the two controlled outputs (the clamped
joint angles ✓c) along the desired trajectory.

Fig. 2. Actual (dashed black) and estimated (blue) states of the Flexarm.

Fig. 3. Output variables of the Flexarm.

B. Monitoring anomalies
While the control algorithm runs, a routine for detecting

anomalies and possibly transient, undesired events will moni-
tor a scalar quantity ✏ � 0 related to the state estimation error
and defined as (see (16))

✏ =
⇣
✓c � ✓̂c

⌘T ⇣
✓c � ✓̂c

⌘
, (23)

For monitoring purposes, we have chosen to compare the
measured and the estimated output in place of the desired
and the actual one, so as to separate the performance of
the anomaly diagnosis from the performance of the chosen
control law.

When ✏ exceeds a given threshold ✏̄, an anomaly is
detected and highlighted by modifying a diagnosis flag. The
three-valued flag is F = 1 when monitoring is not active,
i.e., during the observer transient phase in which the state
estimation error has not yet converged to zero. When the
monitoring routine is active and the system is in normal
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The features of the proposed nonlinear observer are illus-
trated on our flexible robot arm by considering the perfor-
mance of the PD control law (17) using only estimated states,
as well as through a detection scheme for actuator faults or
robot collisions that is based on the observer outputs.

The dynamic parameters of the Flexarm used in simulation
are those reported in the experimental study [?]. The first
two bending modes have eigenfrequencies f1 = 4.716 and
f2 = 14.395 [Hz] (!i = 2⇡fi). The PD law (17) is applied
to track the desired joint trajectories

✓c1,des(t) = 2 sin 0.05⇡t, ✓c2,des(t) = 2 sin 0.1⇡t, (20)

with gain matrices chosen as

KP = diag
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These control gains are used also in the closed-loop nonlinear
observer (15), with the observer gains in (19) tuned as

�1 = 6, �2 = 11, �3 = 6, �4 = 3, �5 = 2. (22)
A. State observation under dynamic feedback control

In the first simulation, no actuator fault or link collision
occur. The initial system state x0 = x(0) and observer state
x̂0 = x̂(0) are
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Figure 2 shows the evolution of the eight actual and estimated
state variables, while the output evolution of the clamped
joint angles and of the (uncontrolled) tip angle of the forearm
are reported in Fig. 3. Convergence of the estimated robot
state (in blue) to the actual state (in dashed black) occurs
within the simulated time span. Once such convergence is
achieved (in about 12 seconds), the chosen PD controller
successfully drives the two controlled outputs (the clamped
joint angles ✓c) along the desired trajectory.

Fig. 2. Actual (dashed black) and estimated (blue) states of the Flexarm.

Fig. 3. Output variables of the Flexarm.

B. Monitoring anomalies
While the control algorithm runs, a routine for detecting

anomalies and possibly transient, undesired events will moni-
tor a scalar quantity ✏ � 0 related to the state estimation error
and defined as (see (16))

✏ =
⇣
✓c � ✓̂c

⌘T ⇣
✓c � ✓̂c

⌘
, (23)

For monitoring purposes, we have chosen to compare the
measured and the estimated output in place of the desired
and the actual one, so as to separate the performance of
the anomaly diagnosis from the performance of the chosen
control law.

When ✏ exceeds a given threshold ✏̄, an anomaly is
detected and highlighted by modifying a diagnosis flag. The
three-valued flag is F = 1 when monitoring is not active,
i.e., during the observer transient phase in which the state
estimation error has not yet converged to zero. When the
monitoring routine is active and the system is in normal

esJmaJon error convergence for the 8 states
tracking error convergence

for the 3 outputs

!c1,des(t) = 2 sin 0.05"t, !c2,des(t) = 2 sin 0.1"t

!c1,des(t) = 2 sin 0.05"t, !c2,des(t) = 2 sin 0.1"t
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Actuator fault detec3on
Simula3on results: measurable observer error as monitoring signal

§ an abrupt fault occurs for motor 1 at Jme t = 12 [s], with a 90% power loss
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Fig. 4. Squared norm ✏ of the output estimation error [left] and diagnosis
signal [right] in the no-anomaly case of Figs. 2–3.

operation, the flag is F = 2. When an anomaly is detected,
i.e., when ✏ > ✏̄, the value of the flag becomes F = 3.
To increase robustness with respect to noise and limit false
positives/negatives, the switching between two flag values
occurs when the signal ✏ remains for at least td seconds
below (in the transitions 1 ! 2 and 3 ! 2) or above (in
the transition 2 ! 3) the threshold ✏̄. Figure 4 shows the
evolution of ✏ and the correct operation of the associated
diagnosis signal for the no-anomaly case of Sec. V-A. Here
and in the following, we have set a threshold ✏̄ = 0.05 [rad2]
and a dwell time td = 1.5 [s].

C. Control with faulty actuators
We consider next the possible occurrence of actuator

faults. We tested our observer framework in the presence
of single and concurrent actuator faults on both joints, and
successfully detected the anomalies in all cases. Due to space
limitations, only one typical result is reported here. Without
loss of generality, the initial system state x0 is set closer to
the initial observer state x̂0 = 0,

x0 =
�
qT
0 q̇T

0

�T

=
�
⇡/8 �⇡/8 0.01 0 ⇡/20 0 0 0

�T
,

just to reduce the initial transient time in the simulation.
An abrupt fault occurs on the first motor (moving the rigid
link) at time tFm,1 = 12 [s], when the motor has a power
loss and is no longer able to supply more than 10% of the
torque requested to perform the desired trajectory (20), see
Fig. 5. Although the applied control law (17) is decentralized
in nature, both controlled outputs ✓c are affected by this
fault and diverge from their respective reference trajectory.
This is due to the sudden divergence of the state estimated
by the observer, which is needed in turn for retrieving
both clamped angles ✓̂c used by the PD controller. For this
reason, it is not possible to isolate the fault with the chosen
monitoring signals, but only to obtain detection. Figure 6
shows the evolution of ✏(t) in (23) and the diagnosis signal
during the execution of the trajectory. It can be seen that
the diagnosis flag switches from 2 (normal operation) to 3
(anomaly detection) almost 3 seconds after the beginning of
the motor fault. Such delay can be reduced by decreasing the
threshold ✏̄. On the other hand, this may lead to an increase
in the number of false positives being detected.

D. Control in the presence of link collisions
In case of unexpected collisions of the robot with the

environment, the contact/impact forces exerted on the links
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occurs on the first motor, starting at tFm,1 = 12 [s].
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Fig. 6. Squared norm ✏ of the output estimation error [left] and diagnosis
signal [right] when the fault on the first motor occurs.

of the Flexarm generate (unknown) extra joint torques that
are added to the commanded ones. We have simulated the
presence of an external force Fext = �

�
1 1

�T acting in
the plane of robot motion and separately applied to both
links, in particular at the two origins of the two frames O1

and O2e, see the left picture in Fig. 1. The force Fext is
applied to link 1 in the time interval from tF1,init = 10 [s]
to tF1,end = 12 [s], while the same force is applied to link 2
between tF2,init = 25 [s] and tF2,end = 27 [s]. These external
forces produce torques uext at the robot joints according to
the standard mapping

uext = JT
P (q)Fext,

where JP (q) is the configuration-dependent Jacobian matrix
that relates the joint velocity ✓̇c 2 R2 to the linear velocity
vP 2 R2 of the contact point P on the robot body.
Figure 7 shows the commanded and actual torques acting
on the joints, together with the two measured and controlled
outputs ✓c1 and ✓c2 (and their reference trajectories). The
anomaly detection scheme successfully detects each of the
two collisions within slightly less than 2 seconds from the
application of the external force, see Fig. 8. The duration of
these events, however, is estimated to be longer (' 5 s) than
their real value (2 s). This happens because the estimated
state, which provides ✓̂c to the detection process, experiences
new transient phases when the external forces are removed.
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operation, the flag is F = 2. When an anomaly is detected,
i.e., when ✏ > ✏̄, the value of the flag becomes F = 3.
To increase robustness with respect to noise and limit false
positives/negatives, the switching between two flag values
occurs when the signal ✏ remains for at least td seconds
below (in the transitions 1 ! 2 and 3 ! 2) or above (in
the transition 2 ! 3) the threshold ✏̄. Figure 4 shows the
evolution of ✏ and the correct operation of the associated
diagnosis signal for the no-anomaly case of Sec. V-A. Here
and in the following, we have set a threshold ✏̄ = 0.05 [rad2]
and a dwell time td = 1.5 [s].

C. Control with faulty actuators
We consider next the possible occurrence of actuator

faults. We tested our observer framework in the presence
of single and concurrent actuator faults on both joints, and
successfully detected the anomalies in all cases. Due to space
limitations, only one typical result is reported here. Without
loss of generality, the initial system state x0 is set closer to
the initial observer state x̂0 = 0,

x0 =
�
qT
0 q̇T

0

�T

=
�
⇡/8 �⇡/8 0.01 0 ⇡/20 0 0 0

�T
,

just to reduce the initial transient time in the simulation.
An abrupt fault occurs on the first motor (moving the rigid
link) at time tFm,1 = 12 [s], when the motor has a power
loss and is no longer able to supply more than 10% of the
torque requested to perform the desired trajectory (20), see
Fig. 5. Although the applied control law (17) is decentralized
in nature, both controlled outputs ✓c are affected by this
fault and diverge from their respective reference trajectory.
This is due to the sudden divergence of the state estimated
by the observer, which is needed in turn for retrieving
both clamped angles ✓̂c used by the PD controller. For this
reason, it is not possible to isolate the fault with the chosen
monitoring signals, but only to obtain detection. Figure 6
shows the evolution of ✏(t) in (23) and the diagnosis signal
during the execution of the trajectory. It can be seen that
the diagnosis flag switches from 2 (normal operation) to 3
(anomaly detection) almost 3 seconds after the beginning of
the motor fault. Such delay can be reduced by decreasing the
threshold ✏̄. On the other hand, this may lead to an increase
in the number of false positives being detected.

D. Control in the presence of link collisions
In case of unexpected collisions of the robot with the

environment, the contact/impact forces exerted on the links
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signal [right] when the fault on the first motor occurs.

of the Flexarm generate (unknown) extra joint torques that
are added to the commanded ones. We have simulated the
presence of an external force Fext = �

�
1 1

�T acting in
the plane of robot motion and separately applied to both
links, in particular at the two origins of the two frames O1

and O2e, see the left picture in Fig. 1. The force Fext is
applied to link 1 in the time interval from tF1,init = 10 [s]
to tF1,end = 12 [s], while the same force is applied to link 2
between tF2,init = 25 [s] and tF2,end = 27 [s]. These external
forces produce torques uext at the robot joints according to
the standard mapping

uext = JT
P (q)Fext,

where JP (q) is the configuration-dependent Jacobian matrix
that relates the joint velocity ✓̇c 2 R2 to the linear velocity
vP 2 R2 of the contact point P on the robot body.
Figure 7 shows the commanded and actual torques acting
on the joints, together with the two measured and controlled
outputs ✓c1 and ✓c2 (and their reference trajectories). The
anomaly detection scheme successfully detects each of the
two collisions within slightly less than 2 seconds from the
application of the external force, see Fig. 8. The duration of
these events, however, is estimated to be longer (' 5 s) than
their real value (2 s). This happens because the estimated
state, which provides ✓̂c to the detection process, experiences
new transient phases when the external forces are removed.
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Fig. 4. Squared norm ✏ of the output estimation error [left] and diagnosis
signal [right] in the no-anomaly case of Figs. 2–3.

operation, the flag is F = 2. When an anomaly is detected,
i.e., when ✏ > ✏̄, the value of the flag becomes F = 3.
To increase robustness with respect to noise and limit false
positives/negatives, the switching between two flag values
occurs when the signal ✏ remains for at least td seconds
below (in the transitions 1 ! 2 and 3 ! 2) or above (in
the transition 2 ! 3) the threshold ✏̄. Figure 4 shows the
evolution of ✏ and the correct operation of the associated
diagnosis signal for the no-anomaly case of Sec. V-A. Here
and in the following, we have set a threshold ✏̄ = 0.05 [rad2]
and a dwell time td = 1.5 [s].

C. Control with faulty actuators
We consider next the possible occurrence of actuator

faults. We tested our observer framework in the presence
of single and concurrent actuator faults on both joints, and
successfully detected the anomalies in all cases. Due to space
limitations, only one typical result is reported here. Without
loss of generality, the initial system state x0 is set closer to
the initial observer state x̂0 = 0,

x0 =
�
qT
0 q̇T

0

�T

=
�
⇡/8 �⇡/8 0.01 0 ⇡/20 0 0 0

�T
,

just to reduce the initial transient time in the simulation.
An abrupt fault occurs on the first motor (moving the rigid
link) at time tFm,1 = 12 [s], when the motor has a power
loss and is no longer able to supply more than 10% of the
torque requested to perform the desired trajectory (20), see
Fig. 5. Although the applied control law (17) is decentralized
in nature, both controlled outputs ✓c are affected by this
fault and diverge from their respective reference trajectory.
This is due to the sudden divergence of the state estimated
by the observer, which is needed in turn for retrieving
both clamped angles ✓̂c used by the PD controller. For this
reason, it is not possible to isolate the fault with the chosen
monitoring signals, but only to obtain detection. Figure 6
shows the evolution of ✏(t) in (23) and the diagnosis signal
during the execution of the trajectory. It can be seen that
the diagnosis flag switches from 2 (normal operation) to 3
(anomaly detection) almost 3 seconds after the beginning of
the motor fault. Such delay can be reduced by decreasing the
threshold ✏̄. On the other hand, this may lead to an increase
in the number of false positives being detected.

D. Control in the presence of link collisions
In case of unexpected collisions of the robot with the

environment, the contact/impact forces exerted on the links
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Fig. 6. Squared norm ✏ of the output estimation error [left] and diagnosis
signal [right] when the fault on the first motor occurs.

of the Flexarm generate (unknown) extra joint torques that
are added to the commanded ones. We have simulated the
presence of an external force Fext = �

�
1 1

�T acting in
the plane of robot motion and separately applied to both
links, in particular at the two origins of the two frames O1

and O2e, see the left picture in Fig. 1. The force Fext is
applied to link 1 in the time interval from tF1,init = 10 [s]
to tF1,end = 12 [s], while the same force is applied to link 2
between tF2,init = 25 [s] and tF2,end = 27 [s]. These external
forces produce torques uext at the robot joints according to
the standard mapping

uext = JT
P (q)Fext,

where JP (q) is the configuration-dependent Jacobian matrix
that relates the joint velocity ✓̇c 2 R2 to the linear velocity
vP 2 R2 of the contact point P on the robot body.
Figure 7 shows the commanded and actual torques acting
on the joints, together with the two measured and controlled
outputs ✓c1 and ✓c2 (and their reference trajectories). The
anomaly detection scheme successfully detects each of the
two collisions within slightly less than 2 seconds from the
application of the external force, see Fig. 8. The duration of
these events, however, is estimated to be longer (' 5 s) than
their real value (2 s). This happens because the estimated
state, which provides ✓̂c to the detection process, experiences
new transient phases when the external forces are removed.
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Link collision detec3on

§ contact force applied on link 1 from t = 10 to 12 s and on link 2 from t = 25 to 27 s 

Simula3on results: measurable observer error as monitoring signal
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Fig. 7. Input torques and controlled outputs when when the two link
collisions occur.
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Fig. 8. Squared norm ✏ of the output estimation error [left] and diagnosis
signal [right] when the two link collisions occur.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a nonlinear state observer
for the Flexarm, a two-link planar manipulator having a
rigid upper link and a flexible forearm. Standard encoders
at the joints and an optical sensor for the tip deformation
are used as measurements to estimate the full state of the
flexible robot, i.e., joint positions and velocities, and link
deflections and their time derivative. The observer design is
based on the drift-observability property, which is obtained in
a closed-loop fashion when the robotic system is controlled
by a simple PD feedback action at the joint level.

The observer-based dynamic feedback achieves an overall
stable behavior even with large initial estimation errors,
while good trajectory tracking performance are obtained
upon convergence of the observation process. To cope with
the semi-global nature of the observer and to prevent the
negative effects of singularities, a regularization method can
be included using the damped least squares inverse of the
Jacobian of the drift-observability matrix. Using the output
estimates of the observer, we addressed also the problem of
monitoring the occurrence of possible anomalies during the
motion of the flexible manipulator. In particular, the proposed
scheme allows detection of single or concurrent actuator
faults, as well as of link collisions along the structure,
without the need of additional sensors.

Although relatively simple, the nonlinear and coupled
dynamics of the Flexarm is already a challenging benchmark

for state estimation and trajectory tracking control problems.
As a result, the proposed observer design, together with the
anomaly detection scheme, is expected to be valid also for
more general robots with flexible links. Our current work is
on using the nonlinear observer to implement other residual-
based methods (such as [?]) that allow detection and isolation
of actuator faults or link collisions in flexible manipulators
when the full state is not available for measure.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a nonlinear state observer
for the Flexarm, a two-link planar manipulator having a
rigid upper link and a flexible forearm. Standard encoders
at the joints and an optical sensor for the tip deformation
are used as measurements to estimate the full state of the
flexible robot, i.e., joint positions and velocities, and link
deflections and their time derivative. The observer design is
based on the drift-observability property, which is obtained in
a closed-loop fashion when the robotic system is controlled
by a simple PD feedback action at the joint level.

The observer-based dynamic feedback achieves an overall
stable behavior even with large initial estimation errors,
while good trajectory tracking performance are obtained
upon convergence of the observation process. To cope with
the semi-global nature of the observer and to prevent the
negative effects of singularities, a regularization method can
be included using the damped least squares inverse of the
Jacobian of the drift-observability matrix. Using the output
estimates of the observer, we addressed also the problem of
monitoring the occurrence of possible anomalies during the
motion of the flexible manipulator. In particular, the proposed
scheme allows detection of single or concurrent actuator
faults, as well as of link collisions along the structure,
without the need of additional sensors.

Although relatively simple, the nonlinear and coupled
dynamics of the Flexarm is already a challenging benchmark

for state estimation and trajectory tracking control problems.
As a result, the proposed observer design, together with the
anomaly detection scheme, is expected to be valid also for
more general robots with flexible links. Our current work is
on using the nonlinear observer to implement other residual-
based methods (such as [?]) that allow detection and isolation
of actuator faults or link collisions in flexible manipulators
when the full state is not available for measure.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a nonlinear state observer
for the Flexarm, a two-link planar manipulator having a
rigid upper link and a flexible forearm. Standard encoders
at the joints and an optical sensor for the tip deformation
are used as measurements to estimate the full state of the
flexible robot, i.e., joint positions and velocities, and link
deflections and their time derivative. The observer design is
based on the drift-observability property, which is obtained in
a closed-loop fashion when the robotic system is controlled
by a simple PD feedback action at the joint level.

The observer-based dynamic feedback achieves an overall
stable behavior even with large initial estimation errors,
while good trajectory tracking performance are obtained
upon convergence of the observation process. To cope with
the semi-global nature of the observer and to prevent the
negative effects of singularities, a regularization method can
be included using the damped least squares inverse of the
Jacobian of the drift-observability matrix. Using the output
estimates of the observer, we addressed also the problem of
monitoring the occurrence of possible anomalies during the
motion of the flexible manipulator. In particular, the proposed
scheme allows detection of single or concurrent actuator
faults, as well as of link collisions along the structure,
without the need of additional sensors.

Although relatively simple, the nonlinear and coupled
dynamics of the Flexarm is already a challenging benchmark

for state estimation and trajectory tracking control problems.
As a result, the proposed observer design, together with the
anomaly detection scheme, is expected to be valid also for
more general robots with flexible links. Our current work is
on using the nonlinear observer to implement other residual-
based methods (such as [?]) that allow detection and isolation
of actuator faults or link collisions in flexible manipulators
when the full state is not available for measure.
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Conclusions

§ a physically-based residual approach (momentum/energy) to detect and isolate 
missing dynamic terms in robots (faults, collisions, unmodeled motor fricJon, …)
§ widely used in research and industry (DLR LWR/humanoids, KUKA iiwa, PAL RoboJcs, …), 

onen “rediscovered” in later papers under various forms (e.g., disturbance observer)
§ applies equally well to different roboJc systems – arms, UAVs (in contact!), humanoids –

including manipulators with flexible elements (joints, links) and deformable son robots!!
§ exact (decoupled) FDI in mechanical systems: max # faults = # generalized coordinates

§ main applicaJon in safe physical Human-Robot InteracJon (pHRI)
§ localizaJon of contact point(s) and idenJficaJon of Cartesian collision/contact forces

§ someJmes for free ⟶ combined with parJcle filters ⟶ using RGB-D or vision sensors
§ classificaJon problems

§ disJnguishing intenJonal contacts (for collaboraJon) from accidental collisions (fast reacJon)
§ severity of actuator faults (for on-line system reconfiguraJon)

§ being model-based, the main limitaJon is robustness to uncertainty
§ requires good dynamic models – especially difficult is capturing fricJon in rigid robots
§ combine mulJple FDI approaches: model-based, signal-based, and isolaJon logics
§ go adapJve? use machine learning techniques?

Take-home messages
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… bibliography and video

§ more papers [2018-21]
C. Gaz, E. Magrini, A. De Luca “A model-based residual approach for human-robot collaboraJon during 
manual polishing operaJons” Mechatronics 2018
E. Magrini, F. FerraguJ, A.J. Ronga, F. Pini, A. De Luca, F. Leali “Human-robot coexistence and interacJon in 
open industrial cells” RoboJcs and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing 2020
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§ videos
F. Flacco, A. De Luca “Safe physical human-robot collaboraJon” IROS 2013 (Best Video Award Finalist) 

YouTube channel: RoboJcsLabSapienza Playlist: Physical human-robot interacJon
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Es3ma3on of contact force
Some3mes, even without external sensing
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§ if contact is sufficiently “down” along the 
kinemaJc chain (≥ 6 residuals available), 
esJmaJon of pure contact forces needs 
no external informaJon ... 

§ a simple 3R planar case, with contact on 
different links; one can esJmate:

rank { J c  2 } = 2
full force on link, 

if contact point is known
(2 informaJve residuals)

rank { J c  3 } = 2

full force on link, even
without knowing contact
(3 informaJve residuals)

rank { J c  1 } = 1

only normal force to link, 
if contact point is known

(1 informaJve residual signal)



Collision or collabora3on?
Dis3nguishing hard/accidental collisions and soh/inten3onal contacts
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§ using suitable low and high bandwidths for 
the residuals (first-order stable filters)

§ a threshold is added to prevent false 
collision detecJon during robot moJon

for generic j-th joint

collisions

son contacts

video


